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Reversible & Side-Shift Mower

MIZAR/SR 175, 200, 225
This versatile mower is an essential tool for agricultural tasks, handling grass, shoots, and pruning 
with ease (up to Ø 6-7 cm). Compatible with medium-sized tractors, it efficiently mulches 
vegetation, returning nutrients to the soil and maintaining a tidy appearance. From mulching 
shoots and cutting wood to processing stalks and plant residue, it offers a cost-effective solution 
for property maintenance. Delivering clean, uniform cuts and featuring a double reversible hitch 
for convenience, this mower ensures efficiency and versatility in the field.

MIZAR/SR - 175 MIZAR/SR - 200 MIZAR/SR - 225
Weight 1,433 lbs (650 kg) 1,543 lbs (700 kg) 1,631 lbs (740 kg)

Overall Width 76” (193 cm) 86” (218 cm) 96” (243 cm)
Working Width 69” (175 cm) 79” (200 cm) 89” (225 cm)

Work area from tractor
center-line

32 - 37” (81 - 94 cm), 
17 - 52” (42 - 133 cm)

38 - 41” (96 - 104 cm), 
22 - 56” (57 - 143 cm)

41 - 48” (103 - 122 cm), 
25 - 64” (64 - 161 cm)

Power Requirements 45 HP (33 kW) 55 HP (40 kW) 65 HP (48 kW)
# of FLAT hammers 16 18 20

Type PTO
Standard Features Double Reversible Hitch, 4 Belt Transmission, Front and upper counter-blades, Rear 

roller Ø 194 mm, Rear double PTO, Side safety guards, Resting Foot, Chromium plat-
ed rod side-shift by threaded bar, Side safety guards, Double shielded box frame

Hitch Category 3PH w/ 3 working positions, w/ height that can be offset by 4.5 cm, CAT I & II
Options Tools for rotor: 3 blades (2 Y-shaped blades + 1 with straight blade), Gearbox with dou-

ble freewheel safety device (for driving in reverse), Side skid kit, Pair of wear-resistant 
plates for side skids, Transformation kit from 1000 rpm to 540 rpm, Hydraulic side-shift
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